KANSAS EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY

The Kansas Educational Library was established by Debbie Davis, the 1987 Kansas State Educational Director. The purpose of the Library is to preserve and share educational programs. Any chapter may contribute and use the library.

The programs contained in the library are available at no cost to any chapter desiring to use them. The chapter must write the State Educational Director at least one (1) month prior to the date they will need the program. This will give her adequate time to mail the program and for the chapter to review it. The program needs to be returned no later than one (1) week following the program date. Remember, there may be other chapters wanting to use the same program. The program could be returned with the Educational Report form to save postage. Chapters can request several programs for review and then make copies of the ones they want to use.

Any chapter may submit programs to the Library. The programs must be well written, typed and should contain a bibliography. The report should not be written on the report form!! Please include the NAME OF THE PERSON who wrote the program or NAME OF PERSON contributing the program, CHAPTER NAME, and TOWN on the program; this way each chapter will be given due credit. It is hoped that the Library will grow and be used by all chapters.

The following is a list of programs currently available:

**ASTROLOGY**

- "*Constellation Legends*" - Karen Stinson, Delta Delta, Ulysses--Greek/Roman myths surrounding stars and star pictures.
- "*Moon Moods*" - Ellen Chalk, Zeta Phi, Junction City--Recap of studies concerning lunar influence in everyday life.

**Children**

- "*Child Abuse*" - Shirley Spanfler
- "*Motherhood*" - Donna Kennedy, Kappa Rho, Dodge City--Some thoughts on motherhood and a poem.

**CRAFTS AND HOBBIES**

- "*How to Make a Fabric Wreath*" - Susan Winters, Beta Epsilon, Frankfort--Step by step instructions.
- "*How to Make a Padded Photo Album*" - Corinne Schur, Beta Xi, Minneapolis--Step by step directions.
- "*Leaf T-Shirt Painting*" - Nancy Williams, Zeta Gamma, Great Bend--Step by step directions to create a wearable work of art.
- "*Stenciling on a Sweatshirt*" - Linda Schmidt, Zeta Epsilon, Overland Park--Step by step instructions.

**ESA**

- "Copy of Ideals booklet."
- "*ESA Six Decades of Dining*" - Page 2 of the article
HEALTH AND SAFETY

- "Bicycle Safety" - Linda Bocox, Delta Chi, Caldwell -- An outreach program on bicycle safety.

HOLIDAYS

- "A Christmas Story" - Debby Davis, Chi Omega, Wichita -- Uses familiar Christmas tunes to fill in the blanks in a story.
- "Christmas Eve of a Harried Housewife" - Charlene Hansen, Beta Theta, Horton -- Poem set to "twas the Night Before Christmas"
- "What was in Jeremy's Egg?" - Susan Brown, Eta Theta, Cheney The Lesson of Easter from a handicapped child.
- "Kwanza African Harvest Festival" - Mari Pat Brooks, Epsilon Pi, Pratt -- African Christmas Holiday
- "St. Lucia's Day" - Mari Pat Brooks, Epsilon Pi, Pratt -- Legend surrounding this European Holiday
- "St. Patrick's Day" - Glenda Peterson, Delta Beta, Wichita -- History of St. Patrick's Day
- "Sukkot: A Jewish Holiday" - Mari Pat Brooks, Epsilon Pi, Pratt -- A history of this holiday held in September or October to celebrate the harvest.
- "Thanksgiving: Shichigosan" - Mari Pat Brooks, Epsilon Pi, Pratt -- Japanese Feast of the Living Children

MISCELLANEOUS

- "Anatomically Correct"
- Boston Massachusetts
- "Carousels" - Karen Stinson, Delta Ulysses -- History of Carousels
- "China" - Pat Hodapp, Sigma Tau, Wichita -- China, one of the oldest civilizations in the world - its religion, crops, government and traditions.
- "English Handbells" -
- "Festival of Lights" - Mari Pat Brooks, Epsilon Pi, Pratt -- The traditions behind the use of candles.
- "Friendly Hands" - Ellen Chalk, Zeta Phi, Junction City -- How we use hands and gestures to convey friendship.
- "Hands for Country Living" - Grace Acker, Zeta Phi, Junction City -- A look at farming, then and now - how important hands are to the many tasks of country living.
- "How to give a Speech when your Knees are Knocking" - Florence Ellis, Zeta Phi, Junction City -- How to develop the ability to overcome stage fright.
- "India" - Candy Robbins, Sigma Tau, Wichita -- A look at India's history, religion, the caste system and modern changes being made.
- "Tact - Saying the right thing" - Charmaine Nichols, Eta Phi, Wichita -- Guidelines for approaching people in need of help.
- "Take Time to Let the Flowers Grow" - Jackie Engelken, Epsilon Eta, Topeka -- Some pointers for everyone on plants.
- "The Rising Warm Currents of Friendship" Using the symbolism of salt - Millie Shipp presents a lesson of friendship and how salt has played a symbolic and historical role.

PHLANTHROPY

- "Ronald McDonald House" - Linda Schmidt, Zeta Epsilon, Overland Park -- An explanation of how the house works
PSYCHOLOGY

- “Women and Alcohol” - Linda Schmidt, Zeta Epsilon, Overland Park--A report on how women can get help with alcohol dependency

WOMEN

- “Lipstick Personality Chart” - Leah Hood, Eta Beta, Liberal--Personality traits are revealed by how you use your lipstick
- “Women and Investments” - Linda Schmidt, Zeta Epsilon, Overland Park--Some pointers on investing

People HELPING People

All educationals in this series are from the ESA Foundation and will be posted soon. If you would like to order a specific program that is not currently available please contact the webmaster. We'll see that you get it. Please be mindful that materials need to be update periodically to give current information in your educationals.

- “Adult Literacy” - Background information about the inability of individuals Over the age of 16 to read enough to perform routine tasks
- “AIDS” - Background information and statistics regarding HIV
- “Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention” - Background information and statistics regarding alcohol and Drug abuse
- “Alternative to Hysterectomy”
- “Alzheimer's Disease”
- “Battered Women” - Background information and statistics regarding battered Women
- “Blood Donor Bank” - Background information and statistics regarding community Blood banks
- “Breast Self-Examination” - Background information and statistics regarding breast cancer and the importance of self-examination
- “Child Abuse” - Background information and statistics regarding child abuse
- “Healthy Without Medicine”
- “Menopause & Estrogen Replacement”
- “Osteoporosis • Recycling” - Background information and statistics regarding recycling
- “Stress”
- “Teenage Pregnancy and Prevention” - Background information and statistics regarding teenage Pregnancy and birth control
- “Travel Safely & Penny Wisely”

WOMEN OF THE BIBLE

- No lessons currently available

FAMOUS WOMEN

- No lessons currently available